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Clicker training uses positive reinforcement to reward correct behavior choices 
and is an effective, safe, and fun training tool.  It engages a horse’s mind and helps 
build and strengthen a trusting horse-human relationship.  Clicker training can be 
used to practice polite ground manners, to teach relaxation and self-control, and to 
refine movement and performance.  It can be used with any horse, but is especially 
effective with fearful, sensitive, or withdrawn horses.  Clicker training is ideal for 
teaching tricks and games, too!  
 
The Introduction to Clicker Training Clinic begins with the basic techniques of 
targeting for focus and attention, head lowering for relaxation and emotion control, 
and backing for polite ground manners, and then progresses to tracking a target and 
standing quietly.  Other applications of clicker training are covered in advanced 
clinics or individualized sessions. 
 

Setting Up 
 

 

1. BASIC MATERIALS 
• A horse 
• A clicker 
• Treats/ treat bag or pocket 
• A target 

 
2. HAVE A PLAN 

• Positive reinforcement rewards and strengthens behavior. Before you start, 
know specifically what you want from your horse.  

• Do not focus on what you DON’T want your horse to do. Either ignore 
unwanted behavior, or reward an incompatible behavior.  For example, if your 
horse nudges your arm for a treat (you don’t’ want this!) ignore it or 
passively block it, and focus instead on rewarding “looking forward”, which 
is incompatible with nudging. 

• Be clear and precise in your plan; if you don’t know what you want, how will 
your horse ever figure it out? 

• As part of your plan, break your end goal into into successive steps that the 
horse understands and can do.  In training we often want immediate, large 
gains, but smaller gains are easier to train, get us to our end goal sooner, and 
are more long- lasting. 

 
3. SAFETY FIRST 

• Don’t get into a battle with your horse; if he fails to meet your training goals, 
it’s because he didn’t understand what you wanted or couldn’t do what you 
asked.  At this point try to break down the steps or rethink your plan so that 
your horse can be successful. 
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Food Manners 
 

 

1. MORE ON SAFETY FIRST 
• If you have a horse that pushes, grabs, or bites for treats, work from behind a 

stall guard or fence until he shows better food manners.  This allows you to 
step back out of range when your horse tries to mug you. 

• If your horse swings her head or grabs at the food, try controlling her head 
by holding the halter as you give her a treat. Wait until she stops grabbing—
even if it’s just for a split second!—before you open your hand and let her 
take the treat.  This helps your horse learn that she must be calm to get the 
treat.  Also, always reach your hand out to the horse and don’t encourage her 
to reach her head to you. 
 

2. CHARGE THE CLICKER. 
• Create the association between the “CLICK!” and treat by clicking, and then 

giving your horse a small treat from your hand (or in a dish, for food-
aggressive horses.) 

• Repeat the sequence several times.  
• Keep your hand OUT of the treat pocket.  Having your hand in the pocket 

cues your horse that a treat is coming and distracts her from the exercise. 
 
3. REWARD POLITE BEHAVIOR  

• Click and treat when your horse is NOT mugging, sniffing, or snuffling, and 
when her head is turned away.  

• Avoid teasing with the treat by showing and then pulling it away. 
 

Target Training 
 

 

1. GETTING STARTED 
• Choose a target—it can be anything! 
• Hold up the target within easy reach.  Your horse will reach his nose toward 

it to explore. 
• As soon as he reaches to sniff, CLICK!then lower the target reach into 

your bag and give him a treat. 
• Timing between the behavior and the click is the key to success!  CLICK the 

exact moment your horse does the behavior you are looking for.  If your 
CLICK is early or late, then you have marked a different behavior for 
reinforcement. 

• Don’t worry about the delay between click and reward; the click buys you 
time as you fumble around to get the treat. 

• Repeat. Long delays between successive trials can cause problems.  Your 
horse may lose interest or become frustrated because the reinforcement rate 
is too low. 

 
2. STAYING ON THE TARGET—INCREASING DURATION 

• Introduce a delay between the behavior (nose on the target) and the CLICK!  
Very gradually increase the delay so your horse holds his nose to the target 
longer.  If he moves his nose off the target, shorten the delay.  Mix up short 
and long delays, as well. 

• When you withhold the CLICK as you increase delay. the response will 
naturally become more intense as your horse tries harder. 

• Use a fixed target to work on other issues, like body handling, by hanging 
the target on a fence or in your horse’s stall. 
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• Touch your horse’s ears, head, and neck while his nose is fixed on the target.  
CLLICK while your hand is on the horse AND the horse is touching the 
target.  If he backs away, then back off intensity or duration. 

 
3. TIPS 

• The CLICK marks the moment that your horse touches the target. It signals 
that a treat is coming, but don’t reach for the treat until after you CLICK!; 
your horse will start to watch your hand instead of listening for the click. 

• Control of the pace of the lesson. Develop a rhythm for the 
behaviorCLICK!treat pattern.  Your horse may become frustrated if you 
lose control of the pace of the lesson. 

• If you find yourself fumbling around with the click, food from pocket, and 
treating the horse, take time out to practice theses mechanical skills so that 
your horse isn’t confused. 
 

Follow the target 
 

 

1. USE HEAD LOWERING: AS A CALMING CUE 
• Alternative to biting, bumping (incompatible) 
• Cue with word or lead rope cue (lift) 
• Cuing and rewarding a familiar response like head lowering can put the 

horse in a more comfortable mental state during other challenging tasks. 
 
2. USE THE TARGET FOR WARM-UP STRETCHES 

• When your horse begins to reach for the target, you can use the target to get 
your horse to stretch, bend, and tuck by moving the target into position. 

• If your horse moves his feet to face the target, you have moved it too far 
away from him.  Gradually increase the distance and reward only when his 
feet are planted. 

 
Fetch!  1. SHAPING: BREAK DOWN THE EXERCISES INTO “DO-ABLE” CHUNKS 

• Shaping is like the “hot-cold” game, where you CLICK and reward when your 
horse gets closer to the goal.  

• To make progress, reinforce successive approximations, and withholding 
reinforcement for previous steps 

• Offer your horse Jackpots for large gains or “aha!” moments. 
 

2. .PICKING UP THE TARGET (CONE) 
• Gradually lower the cone as you work in front of your horse, eventually 

setting it on the ground. 
• Reinforce the following behaviors, in sequence:  horse touches the cone with 

his muzzle; your horse puts his mouth on the cone; your horse picks up the 
cone with his mouth. 
 

3. HANDING THE CONE TO THE PERSON 
• Reach down to take the cone from your horse before he drops it, and CLICK 

when your hand and his mouth are on the cone at the same time.  (Having a 
second person for this phase is very helpful!) 

• Gradually reward your horse when he lifts the cone up from the ground: 
liftCLICK! treat.  
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4. RETRIEVING THE CONE 
• Step-by-step, move the cone further from your horse so that he has to move 

to pick it up.  
• At first walk along with him so he can hand it to you. 
• Gradually increase the distance between you and your horse, so that he has 

to walk back to you. 
• As your horse becomes better at fetch, you can begin to toss the cone away 

from you, and he will retrieve itCLICK! treat. 
 

Stand on Your Mat 1. THE STATUE GAME  
• This game helps your horse develop and practice self-control 
• The mat serves as a cue (a “discriminative stimulus”) for standing quietly. 

 
2. USE SHAPING TO TRAIN THE BEHAVIOR AND BUILD DURATION 

• Break down “standing on the mat” into small, successive steps.  For example, 
with one foot on the mat.  CLICK! and treat the moment your horse’s foot 
touches the mat or other clearly marked spot. 

• Use the “hot-cold” game if your horse avoids touching the mat. 
• Build duration by pausing before the CLICK, and gradually increasing the 

pause duration. 
• To develop ground tying, step away during the pause.  As with other goals, 

begin with just a few steps and gradually increase how far away you go. 
• Set your horse up for success every time! Know how long he can stand, and 

CLICK before he becomes antsy! 
• If your horse moves off the mat, simply lead him back to the mat, CLICK! 
treat, when he steps on it, and try again. There is no need for a correction. 
 

Stimulus Control 1. PUTTING BEHAVIOR ON CUE 
• Add the cue only after the horse has the behavior. 
• By putting them on cue, you reward when cued and ignore when not cued.  

Horse will more quickly learn to offer them only on cue. 
 

2. DECIDE ON A CUE AND BE CONSISTENT 
• Use a verbal cue (“back”); light pressure (shoulder); or a hand signal (hand 

lift). 
• Combining light pressure with clicker training: Uses traditional light 

pressure cues 
 

3. SEQUENCING THE CUES IS ONE KEY TO SUCCESS 
• Cue “BACK” pressure (shoulder touch) behavior initiates (horse 

backs)CLICK! AND remove pressuretreat 
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